Abstract

Mikhail Kuzmin’s (1872-1936) *Wings* (*Kryl’ia*, 1906) is in search of a new community defined by its focus on a subjective form of reading and study of texts, images, and languages outside of the general Russian readership. Through *Wings*, Kuzmin grasps his readership with a textual montage of sensations that sets itself in opposition to other forms of text in the period. My project seeks to define how *Wings* desires to create community in its readership, ushering a revolution unlike the political 1905 Russian Revolution.
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“*The body itself, matter, will perish, and works of art, Phidias, Mozart, Shakespeare, let’s say, will perish but the idea, the type of beauty enshrined in them cannot perish, and that is, perhaps, the only valuable thing in the changing and transient diversity of life*” – Mikhail Kuzmin, *Wings*